E-ZPass Visual Reference Guide

E-ZPass Tag
Must be mounted on windshield behind rearview mirror.

Gantry
Large metal structure for mounting E-ZPass signage and antenna.

Prism Sign
Sign reads E-ZPass Only, E-ZPass and Tickets, or blank, indicates whether E-ZPass can be used in specific lane.

Antenna
Mounted below prism sign, registers tag as customer enters and exits.

Lights
Above prism sign, signal reinforces lane status. Flashing yellow is E-ZPass only.

Lane Number
Above prism sign, reinforces lane where customers can use E-ZPass.

Safety Gate
With new no-skid surface ensures safety of toll collectors crossing the interchange.

Digital Speed Display
Display indicates speed at which customer approaches E-ZPass lane, serves as reminder and warning to customers who travel too fast through E-ZPass lanes.

5 Miles per hour
Sign with posted speed limit in E-ZPass lanes, ensures safety of toll collectors and customers.